
Back Surgery

Passive Pat
44
Manufacturing supervisor 
Wife and one middle-school child 

Age
Occupation

Family

“Six months to an entire year to get better? You've 
 got to be kidding me. I don't know about this. That's  
 a long time.”

MEMORABLE QUOTE

I'm really not looking forward to this. I really didn't 
want the surgery, but my doctor told me it's for 
the best.

MOTIVATION LEGEND

Touch Point/Interaction

Friction Point
An interaction that reduces 
member engagement.

Either/Or ScenarioOR

Moment of Truth
A critical interaction that 
determines whether the member 
continues with their journey.

Pat’s Route

Alernate Route
Based on Moment of Truth

Critical Phase

Post Registration

Russert Institute 
for Rehabilitation

Phase of Journey

Emotions at
Touch Point/Interaction

Thoughts at
Touch Point/Interaction

Worried Discouraged Unsure, disengaged, 
frustrated

EmpoweredSerious

Discouraged

WeakResignedApprehensive

“ I guess the doctor  
 knows best.”

“ I thought the surgery  
 was going to do more.  
 Rehab isn’t really helping.”

Wavering

“ I exercise when I can, 
 but it's really hard to find 
 the time.”

“ The surgery was months  
 ago. I should be better by  
 now—why is this so hard?”

“ I did the work, and it  
 helped. I’m going to keep  
 exercising to get even  
 stronger.”

“ Pat's very nervous—he has  
 more pain than he expected,  
 and regrets having surgery.”

“ Uggh. This is going to 
 take too much time, and  
 it’s hard work.”

“ I don't know if I can 
 do this.”

Pat spends a lot of time 
on his feet, and his back 
has been getting worse 
over the last few years. 
Finally, his doctor told 
him he either needs to 
quit, or get the surgery.

Pat talks to his 
doctor about his 
various pains.

Asks the doctor what 
to do and to give him 
a plan.

First rehab session. 
Physical therapist lays 
out an exercise plan 
for the first 6 months. 
He and Pat walk 
through it, and Pat 
agrees to give it a try.

Pat is much better at 
his next check-up, 
and continues to get 
stronger from a 
renewed commit-
ment to exercise.

Attends therapy 
sessions and doesn’t 
see or feel immediate 
progress.

Physical Therapy On-going HealthConsult
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At his 6-month 
follow-up visit, Pat 
and his doctor 
discuss how he's 
no longer making 
progress. 

The doctor listens to Pat's 
problems, and suggests 
adjustments to help him 
stay on track. He also 
sends a note to his 
physical therapist, who 
helps Pat stay on track.

“ Therapy isn't worth the  
 time and effort.”

“ I’m going to get serious  
 about my health.”

OR

OR

Pat doesn't do his 
exercises as much as 
he knows he should, but 
his physical therapist's 
follow-ups keep him 
mostly on track.
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Pat is frustrated with the doctor, 
the plan, and the entire experience. 
He exercises less and less, and 
eventually stops going back to his 
physical therapist or his doctor.

At his surgery follow- 
up, her doctor tells 
him that it typically 
takes 6 months to 1 
year of solid exercise 
for recovery.


